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"Sure! Thank you, Mister Glasbey," Leon said and accepted the box.

He opened the box and saw a dried herb that was shaped neither like grass nor a flower.

It was indeed a Sunlit Herb that emitted powerful light energy.

"Also, you killed the Demon Lord all on your own a few days ago, so you get ten thousand contribution points for that! I’ll transfer

those points under your name now," Alfred added.

According to the Dragon Corps' rules, people who could eliminate the individuals on the criminal list on their own could earn five

thousand contribution points. However, it was different for the top three criminals.

Since they were far too formidable, the price for taking them down doubled.

Leon killed the Demon Lord on his own, so he earned ten thousand contribution points for it. However, Alfred just handed him a

Sunlit Herb, which would cost Leon three thousand points.

Leon handed his badge to Alfred and Alfred added a total of seven-thousand points to it.

With that, Leon had a total of nine-thousand-and-eight- hundred points.

Considering that Leon took down four criminals consecutively in recent times, making great contributions to the Dragon Corps,

Alfred generously rounded the remaining balance to ten thousand.

"Leon, you killed the Demon Lord and injured the Southern Boss, so I assume that you've reached the Advanced Almighty State

now! Would you like for me to promote you to a third-level Platinum Dragon Guard?" Alfred asked.

For Platinum Dragon Guards, they would need to sacrifice three thousand contribution points and reach a certain power level to

be promoted.

If Leon wanted to be promoted to a third-level Platinum Dragon Guard, he would need to reach the Advanced Almighty State and

sacrifice six thousand contribution points.

With Leon’s current power and the contribution points he had, he qualified to be promoted.

Alfred himself recently reached the Peak Almighty State, but he was merely a third-level Platinum Dragon Guard and was yet to

be promoted.

If Leon became a third-level Platinum Dragon Guard, he would be in the same position as Alfred and no one in the southern

branch of the Dragon Corps could boss him around.

"It's fine. I want to save my contribution points for herbs and plants." Leon shook his head and refused Alfred's suggestion.

A Platinum Dragon Guard was respected in the Dragon Corps. Regardless of the level, Platinum Dragon Guards all had a similar

level of authority.

Leon was merely a non-staff personnel who rarely showed up in the Dragon Corps, so there was no point in getting promoted.

Instead, he preferred to use his contribution points on herbs which were much more useful for him.

"What? You still want more plants that carry light energy?" Alfred asked in surprise, as he wondered why Leon needed so many

plants that carry light energy.
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